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Game: Chanukah Board Game
(Matching Pictures, Chanukah Objects in English and Hebrew)

A GAME FOR CHANUKAH

MATERIALS:

Large folder Chanukah "die" pattern*(p. 71) Tag board
6 Chanukah symbols* (Candle, Chanukiah, Dreidel, Gelt, Gift, Jug of Oil) (p. 70)
4 Movers Pencil pouch

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Copy the Chanukah symbols seven times. Color and cut out the pictures.

2. Draw a rectangle in the lower left corner of the file folder. Write the word "START"
inside the rectangle.

3. In the upper right corner draw a rectangle and write the word "HOME" inside the
rectangle. Place a picture inside the "HOME" rectangle for a final move.

4. Using the Chanukah pictures, design a snake-like path from "START" to "HOME",
varying the pictures.

5. Design a cover for the file folder and glue the directions to the back.

6. Copy the "die" pattern onto tag board. Color the pictures.

7. Laminate the "die" pattern and file folder.

8. Cut out the "die" pattern cutting along the dotted lines. Put the "die" together to
form a cube by folding on the solid lines. Tape the edges together.

9. Store the movers and "die" inside a pencil pouch. Attach the pouch to the back of
the folder.

OPTIONAL: A discarded game board and/or spinner can be used to create this game.
See the HIGH HOLIDAY GAME (p. 28) for instructions.
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DIRECTIONS TO PLAY CHANUKAH BOARD GAME

(2-4 PLAYERS)

1. Players select a mover and place it on "START".

2. Decide who will go first. The first player rolls the "die" and then moves to the
matching symbol.

3. Play continues in this manner to all players.

4. If the "die" lands on a symbol that is not in front of the player, the player doesn't

move and play continues to the next player.

5. As .each player reaches "HOME" they say HAPPY CHANUKAH! (or

" Hfct^ ^cjH " (cha-nu-ka sa-mei-ach) in Hebrew.) Play continues until all players
reach "HOME".
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Chanukah Board Game Symbols

Candle Dreidel Gift

Chanukiah

cha-noo-ki-ya ma-ot

(money)

Jug of Oil

ka she-men

ner se-vi-von

(spinning top)

Gelt

ma-ta-na
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Chanukah Game "Die" Pattern


